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Dear friends,
It has been a great privilege to work alongside many of you and witness so many
positive developments in archery across the world. We are very proud of the work
that we have seen so many of you do in being proactive to ensure this happens.
As World Archery, our mission is very clear: ‘to empower its member associations
to make archery a leading sport in nations around the world’. In order to ensure
are empowered to lead the development of Archery in your countries.
World Archery’s vision is for a world in which everyone has the opportunity to make
archery their activity of choice and, through empowering you, we believe this to be
entirely possible.
This workbook, we hope, will act as part of this empowerment, by guiding you through
the importance of creating a strategy, and the necessary steps that will ensure the
resulting strategy addresses the key opportunities and challenges that you face.
The workbook is designed to be as practical as possible, providing you with the
opportunity to develop a strategy that is consistent with World Archery principles,
yet tailored to your unique environments.
We therefore ask you to look at this workbook as the starting point for the next
phase in your development.
that have led to long-term success in and out of competition, and we wish for the
same success to be recreated globally.
Together, we can make archery a leading sport in nations around the world.
With this workbook, let’s start now.
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Developing your
strategy in 4 steps

4

STEPS

STEP 1

self-assessing
your organisation

STEP 4

measuring your progress

ensure constant growth
by keeping track of
how you are doing

ensure constant growth
by keeping track of
how you are doing

STEP 3

STEP 2

defining actions

setting objectives

develop an action plan
for how best to reach
your objectives

based on your self-assessment,
set ambitious yet achievable
objectives for each strategic
focus area

H I NT
your

the

strategy should be focused on doing the right
things and not so much about doing things right
(this is more implementation).
it

your strategy must be easy to understand and

must be clear how many areas and/or activities

communicated well throughout

will be looked at as part of the strategy process.

the process.
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Self-assessing
your organisation

S1

STEP ONE

OBJECTIVE

Self-assess how well is your organisation doing according to six focus
areas that are vital to the success of a National Archery Federation !
For more information on these areas, please see the next page.

YOUR TASK

For each of the 6 focus areas are :
1. ask yourself, on a scale from 1 to 10, how well is your organisation doing ?
2. simply report the score on the radar chart below.
Self-assessment
scoring example
4

2

6A

Move each one of us on a sector
of the target face, following the example
on the right
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= YOUR SCORES

B

membership
services

C

elite
performance

8
10

E

financial
management

D
H I NT

promotional
activity

Use the factors for consideration developed for each criteria
to self-assess your organisation.
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6 FOCUS AREAS
Grassroots development
How successful is your organisation
in providing programmes and
activities for the grassroots level ?
Score :

.....

STEP ONE

A

/10

Membership Services
How successful is your organisation
in supporting its members (provincial
associations, clubs and archers) ?
Score :

Factors for consideration :

.....

B

/10

Factors for consideration :

beginner programmes (e.g. try the sport)

educational programmes for coaches and judges

opportunities for recreational archers

quantity and quality of communication,

facilities and equipment provided
for grassroots activities

recognition of the volunteers’ contribution by
engaging and encouraging volunteer collaborations

number of participants at grassroots events

Elite Performance
How successful is your organisation
in supporting and raising the elite
level of Archery in your country ?
Score :

.....

C

Promotional Activity
How successful is your organisation
in promoting Archery in your country ?
Score :

/10

.....

/10

Factors for consideration :

Factors for consideration :

coverage of archery in national and local
media, particularly of the major events

elite programmes and infrastructure
international results
development of clean sport programmes

use and activation of social and
digital networks

use of sport science

investment in advertisement

clear system & systematic approach

Financial Management
How successful is your organisation
in generating and managing revenues ?
Score :

.....

/10

Factors for consideration :
use of a budget and measurement system
attraction of sponsorships
relationship with national government
and national sporting organisations

D

E

Organisational Structure
How well governed is your organisation;
ensuring the growth of Archery in your country ?
Score :

.....

F

/10

Factors for consideration :
clear, transparent constitution and by-laws
activity of Federation leadership
on other governing bodies
optimal size & structure
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S2

Setting objectives
OBJECTIVE

STEP TWO

Based on the self-assessment of your organisation, consider what you
want your organisation to look like in 2024, and how you can achieve that.

At Step 1
At Step 2

1. On the radar graph below, identify how you would like
your organisation to look in four years’ time. Your minimum
objective should be to reach 5/10 in each area.

YOUR TASK

YOUR ORGANISATION’S
EXPECTED TARGET PROFILE
IN 2024

A
F

Move each one of us on a
sector of the target face.

grassroots
development

organisational
structure

4
6

2

B

membership
services

C

elite
performance

8
10

E

financial
management

D

promotional
activity
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YOUR TASK

S2

2024

STEP TWO

EXAMPLES OF GOOD OBJECTIVES
Membership Services : by 2024, we aim to increase our number of archers by 10%.
Financial Management : by 2024, we aim to increase our sponsorship revenues by 5%.
FOCUS AREA

A
B
C
D
E
F

OBJECTIVES
1

Grassroots
Development

2
3
1

Membership
Services

2
3
1

Elite
Performance

2
3
1

Promotional
Activity

2
3
1

Financial
Management

2
3
1

Organisational
Structure

2
3

H I NT

what you are going to do.

RELEVANT
Objectives should directly relate to improving
the overall score for the focus area.

MEASURABLE

TIME-RELATED

that enables you to see your progress.

encouraging a sense of urgency.

SPECIFIC

ACHIEVABLE
Objectives should be challenging, but
be realistic so that you can achieve them.
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S3

actions

STEP THREE

OBJECTIVE
Having developed your objectives for each of the focus areas, your organisation should now consider the
consider the question: ‘what do we need to do in order to achieve our objective?’

YOUR TASK

EXAMPLES OF GOOD ACTIONS
FOCUS AREA

OBJECTIVES

ACTIONS
• We will increase the number

B
E

Membership
Services

Financial
Management

By 2024, we aim to increase
our number of archers by 10%.

By 2024, we aim to increase
our sponsorship revenues by 5%.

from 20 to 30 per year.
• We will encourage new beginner
archers by reducing administrative
fees by 25%.
• We will enhance our range
of sponsorship activation options
• We will open up the naming rights
to our national events.

H I NT
When considering the actions, consider the impact of the actions on other focus areas, and make sure
that they do not contradict other actions. A clear focus on the actions themselves will ensure that
the objectives and focus area scores fall into place.
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OBJECTIVES

FOCUS AREA
1.

A

Grassroots
Development

ACTIONS

S3

STEP THREE

2.

3.

1.

B

Membership
Services

2.

3.

1.

C

Elite
Performance

2.

3.

1.

D

Promotional
Activity

2.

3.

1.

E

Financial
Management

2.

3.

1.

F

Organisational
Structure

2.

3.
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S4

Measuring your progress

STEP FOUR

OBJECTIVE

reaching your objectives.
With the four-year timescale, we would suggest that you measure your progress every year, by calculating
the percentage to which the objective has been achieved.

YOUR TASK

year

% OF ACHIEVEMENT

OBJECTIVES

FOCUS AREA

A
B
C
D
E
F

2021

2022

2023

2024

1
Grassroots
Development

2
3
1

Membership
Services

2
3
1

Elite
Performance

2
3
1

Promotional
Activity

2
3
1

Financial
Management

2
3
1

Organisational
Structure

2
3
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YOUR TASK

3. At the end of the four years, apply your progress to the
radar chart. This will provide an overview of the development
you have made in the four years, and provide insight
as to what can still be improved upon in the future !

YOUR ORGANISATION’S
EXPECTED TARGET PROFILE
IN 2024

A
F

S4

STEP FOUR

Move each one of us on a
sector of the target face.

grassroots
development

organisational
structure

4
6

2

B

membership
services

C

elite
performance

8
10

E

financial
management

D

H I NT

promotional
activity

Use these measurement timings as a good opportunity
to sit down and discuss progress with your team.
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Contact
information / links

CONTACT

US

If you have any questions and would like access to more resources,
please don’t hesitate to get in contact for more information.
The following regional consultants are willing to assist with you with your queries.
The geographical region is purely indicative. Feel free to contact any of the consultants.

NAME

GEOGRAPHICAL REGION

CONTACT

Cushla Matherson

Oceania

cmatherson@archery.sport

Sergio Font

Americas

sergiofont@yahoo.com

Khaled Lamandé

Africa

kslamande@archery.sport

Al-Yousouf Bayjou

West Africa

ybayjoo@gmail.com

Chapol Kazi Rajib Uddin

Central Asia

chapol1979@gmail.com

Peter Chiu

East Asia

pkchiu@gmail.com

Artem Sanishvili

East Europe

artemsan@hotmail.com

Neil Armitage

West Europe

neil.armitage@archerygb.org

Petteri Alahuhta

Central and North Europe

petteri.alahuhta@gmail.com

WORLD ARCHERY

info@archery.sport or sluik@archery.sport
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